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You find yourself in a time of humanoids are re-programmed
turmoil where aliens fight tooth into Mutants. Watch out . . .

and nail over helpless Mutants understand you!
humanoids left on the planet. By Yhahtah Space Gupptee re at
now, most have been taken yeu with agihty and speed from
heetege only Ye“ can save the under their fins. Prepare for alast of the lost humanoid race. Yuahtah Dogght every attack
Better start looking for Stargate! wave that ends in ve
Stargate can lead you to the And, even it you do put up a
humanoid hostages. And, if good ght, the Batters and
Yeulre carrying fem’ °1' mere Phreds come out to nish you off.humanoids, Stargate will warp phtede hateh Big Reds that
Ye“ ahead several Waves: eel”1'1 hatch little munchies—miniature
Ye" P°inte- and replenish Yeur eating machines with great, bigsupply of humanoids. appetttee
Preeeed with eeuen - - - the Use your military intelligence. Italiens want the humanoids all to informs you et planet thetahihty
themselves! and the number of remaining
First, there's the dreaded humanoids. There are more ways
Dynamo. Dynamo manufactures than one to defend the planet.
deadly Space Hums—-and dares Smart Bombs will blow up every
Ye“ l° dodge them! alien in sight, and still earn you
Pods are the brains behind the points. Hyperspace is an easy
alien operation. If you kill a Pod, but dangerous way out-—it kills
it releases Swarmers--nasty, you 25% of the time. Your Inviso
little ships that sail in your Anti-Matter Cloaking Shield will
direction. make you disappear. Anything
Bombers y the skies to plant air that hits Y°m ship will b1°w up!
mines, in case you slip up! There And' you can re away with Y°ur
are Fire Bombers, too. They heel“ Every 101000 points’ You
simply burn to fling fire balls at earn '3 new Inviso “nit Smart
you. And, you can expect a Bomb and extra ship!
Firebomber Showdown every With your help, humanoids will
attack wave that ends in zero. see freedom again. Discover the

t hLanders swoop down to snatch key to S argate and a W ole’ new
up humanoids. And stolen world!
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